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Another Day Out There
HULL= ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
O 2= ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
FUEL= ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

When any of these supplies reach 0, it’s game over!
1. — Logbook, day 27. When the Space Folder
turned itself off, a strong gravitational force was
exerted on the ship: a double neutron star was pulling it in!
What to do now ?
Go full throttle to force the ship out of the field:
turn to 6.
Try and orbit around the star to drag the ship away
from it: turn to 4.
2. — Have you removed your Ultraprobe? If so,
lose 3 units of O2 and 3 units of fuel when trying to
trigger the saving of helium.
Apart from that a meek atmospheric perturbation
tweaks your hull (you lose 1 unit of hull). Fuel reserve: full load. You leave the orbit and scan the
surroundings: turn to 11.
3. — You set off the Space Folder. As it buzzes away,
your perception of reality changes. When you finally come back to your senses, you’re in shock!
The system is home to a black hole and you do not
have the necessary units to escape its attraction.
This is the end of your adventure.
4. — Hull: you lose 5 units. Fuel: you lose 3 units.
You set a wide orbit around the star. Its mass is so
huge that it bends the space-time continuum, and
you lose the perception of continuity. With sufficient thrust, you use its attraction power against it
and break free from its grip. Turn to 8.
5. — You have to fix the reactor right now... if you
have not thrown your raw metal stocks in space,
you can proceed. Otherwise, choose one of the following equipment you will have to dismantle to get
some thorium: Geological Scanner or UltraProbe.
Then turn to 9.
6. — Full thrust! You lose 7 units of fuel as your
ship vibrates. You manage to put enough distance
between you and the star and get away safely!
Turn to 8.

7. — You jettison your cargo and this extra push allows you to leave the comets’ trajectory! Note that
you have no more raw metal in stock.
Turn to 5.
8. — An alarm goes off. The ship has suffered some
damage and it looks like the reactor is malfunctioning. You run a check-up. You will need thorium to
rebuild it.
Your ship drifts towards a giant gas planet... if you
take too much time, you will be caught in its gravity field and your ship will burn in its atmosphere.
A new warning signal starts blaring: a field of comets is heading straight to you!
You...
Jettison all your cargo! Turn to 7.
Try to fix the reactor. Turn to 10.
9. — The reactor resets and you run to the cockpit
to set you into orbit!
You lose 2 units of fuel... and take a deep breath.
You orbit around a gas giant.
What do you do?
Try to mine helium to fill your fuel tanks : turn to 2.
Put some distance between you and the planet to
scan the system : turn to 11.
10. — Comets slam your ship! However, they are
made of ice that melts under the intense rays of the
neutron star...so the hit is not that hard. You lose 5
hull units, but the ice coated on your ship can be
gathered for 2 units of O2.
Turn to 5.
11. — You lose 1 unit of fuel and 1 unit of O2.
You notice a small planet on your sensors.
If you want to set an orbit around it, turn to 12.
If you want to activate the Space Folder and turn
to a new star system, turn to 3.
12. — You set your ship, badly damaged, in orbit
around the small planet.
It’s a good surprise... at last.
Azure rivers flow into turquoise seas, green hills
are dotted with opalescent clouds... there is life!
There is oxygen! And maybe intelligent species that
live here will agree to share new technologies. You
will take time here to stop and fix your ship... who
knows what waits for you in the next star-system?
TO BE CONTINUED...

